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Abstract
Reciprocal and root reciprocal functions at half and IEEE single precision for
mats are specied in the AMD DNow instruction set Implementations in the
recently released AMD K	 microprocessor are analyzed herein by exhaustive com
putation and timing loops to ascertain the accuracy and monotonicity properties
of the output and throughput
latency cycle counts Periodicities in stepwise func
tion output were observed and employed to construct an underlying bipartite table
that can serve as the core of the respective reciprocal function outputs The rec
ommended RISC instruction macros generated single precision reciprocals and root
reciprocals accurate to a unit in the last place However the root reciprocal func
tions failed to satisfy the desirable monotonicity property typically implemented as
an industry standard for elementary functions on x oating point units Reasons
for the failure are provided and an adjusted table is shown to satisfy the monotonic
ity standard Results are summarized in Table  and described in the body of this
report
 Introduction and Summary
By far the most prolic microprocessors for desktop computers are the x
family popularized by Intel and to a lesser extent the Power PC chip em
ployed by Apple The enormous demand for graphics output has led to several
announced modest vector oating point instruction set extensions for these
microprocessor families The DNow	
TM

 instructions introduced in the
AMD K in  enhancing the x architecture have vector oating point
arithmetic operating on two  bit single precision operands stored in a  bit
word The SSE 
 instruction extension to the x family from Intel and the
Altivec 
 extension to the PowerPC from Motorola have appeared in 
with vector oating point arithmetic operating on four  bit single precision
operands stored in a  bit word
c
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To cope with the need for fast division and square root all three instruction
sets include relatively fast approximate reciprocal and square root reciprocal
instructions for cases where low precision may be sucient
Traditional implementations of oating point arithmetic for the x archi
tecture abide by the demanding IEEE standard 
 requiring innitely precise
rounded oating point results for addition subtraction multiplication divi
sion and square root Furthermore the transcendental functions provided in
most x processors in hardware have evolved to an industry standard charac
terized by accuracy to a unit in the last place ulp along with nonviolation of
monotonicity to preserve smoothness in the stepwise output of the function
In contrast the approximate reciprocal and square root reciprocal in
structions in the initial specications for DNow	 SSE and Altivec provide
only a very weak accuracy specication and no apparent requirement for
smoothness in the stepwise output
These approximate instructions as introduced in each case actually provide
for only some  to  bits of accuracy about one half of the  bit format
of IEEE standard single precision 
 The DNow	 extension also includes
additional instructions to provide for a faster Newton Raphson renement tar
geted toward enhancing the reciprocals to a full single precision approximate
reciprocal or root reciprocal by a  to  instruction macro
The rst commercially available chip implementing any of these three ex
tensions was the DNow	 enhanced K introduced by AMD in early 
In this paper we explore the quality of the implementation of the approximate
reciprocal and root reciprocal instructions as obtained by a series of programs
we designed to test the quality and reveal the approximation algorithms em
ployed For the K implementation we were able to determine an approx
imation algorithm exhaustively matching the full range of outputs We also
investigated the instruction macro and the resulting  bit approximate recip
rocals and root reciprocals This allowed for investigation of relatively minor
cost algorithm modications that could improve output quality as measured
by our various metrics both at the half precision and rened single precision
level
In our investigation of approximate instruction quality we were particu
larly concerned with checking the ulp accuracy and monotonicity properties
constituting the industry standard for hardware approximate transcendental
functions This is the closest eective standard for approximate function val
ues provided in arithmetic hardware implementations
The notions of ulp accuracy and monotonicity in assessing approximate
result quality are illustrated in Figures  A nite precision function is
simply a step function with many steps Accuracy refers to how closely each
step matches the function at that step with wider steps limited in accuracy
by the functions variation over the step Smoothness refers to the variation in
step sizes from steptostep In particular for monotonically decreasing real
valued functions such as the reciprocal and square root reciprocal a nite
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precision step function is taken as monotonic if all steps either decrease or
stay the same providing wider steps
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Fig  RN
y input size  bits
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Fig 	 Ulp accurate and monotonic 
y input size  bits
The roundtonearest reciprocal step function for  bit input values be
tween one and two has 

  steps and is seen to be visually smooth in
Figure  with monotonicity a provable property for such roundings A one

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ulp rounding is dened to yield either the closest representable value below
round down or above round up The choice provides for easier approximate
computation but the result need not be the nearest of the two candidates In
any case it diers by less than one unit in the last place hence ulp rounding
from the innitely precise function value
The importance of monotonicity as well as ulp accuracy is visible in Fig
ures  and  Requiring both conditions yields a rounded result in Figure 
that is quite smooth although Figure  was plotted to always provide the fur
ther next nearest of the round up and round down values as long as strict
monotonicity was respected If monotonicity nonstrict as previously dened
is employed along with ulp accuracy the output over 

p
 in Figure  would
become the same as that of Figure  over 

p
 In Figure  the next nearest
is chosen providing accuracy between  and one ulp in all cases but intro
ducing a visible perturbation artifact with oscillation steps in certain regions
Thus absent monotonicity a visible artifact is possible in what otherwise is a
very good approximation  since both round up and round down are each by
themselves IEEE required user selectable modes The oscillation is possibly
more detrimental in graphics output than a uniform biased error in accuracy
Texture mapping involves a sequence of divisions that could be especially sen
sitive to such an artifact A weaker notion of approximate last place error is to
allow a result dierent by at most a unit from the desired roundtonearest
result This allows total error up to one and one half ulps and allows for
exaggerated oscillations as seen in Figure 
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Fig  Next RN
y still ulp accurate input size  bits

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 bits
The results of our testing of the AMD implementation are given in Table
 and the terms are dened below for reference
Half precision refers to the output from the individual PFRCP and PFRSQRT
instructions
Single precision reciprocal root reciprocal refers to the output from the
recommended AMDD Technology Manual 
 macro instruction sequences
Table Size The size in KBytes of a bipartite table 
 whose outputs were
shown to be identical to the PFRCP and PFRSQRT instruction outputs for
all 

  million input arguments over the fundamental range 
  for
reciprocals and all 

  million input arguments over the fundamental
range 
  for square root reciprocals
Accuracy An accuracy of p bits means the worst case relative error in
output values is one part in 
p
 ie p   log

max relative error
Monotonicity Successive outputs must decrease or stay the same A table
entry of no means at some point a larger input yields a larger output for
the corresponding reciprocals or root reciprocals clearly inconsistent with

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Table 
Table size accuracy and cycle count for DNow reciprocal instructions on the
AMD K	
reciprocal reciprocal
square root
half  KBytes 		 KBytes
precision Table size 
bipartite 
bipartite
table    bit index    bit index
lookup Accuracy  bits 		 bits
reciprocal Monotonic Output yes no
instruction Throughputlatency  
Unitinlastplace
IEEE guarantee yes yes
single  roundtonearest
precision results  
reciprocal Monotonic Output yes no

 to  Latency
instruction 
one reciprocal  
macro Latency

two reciprocals  
anticipated function behavior
ThroughputLatency The throughput and latency of the respective PFRCP
and PFRSQRT instructions
Latency one reciprocal The latency of the instruction macro for the
single precision approximate result
Latency two reciprocals The latency to obtain two independent recipro
cals at single precision given that the PFRCP and PFRSQRT instructions are
dened to only give one result scalar rather than two independent results as
appropriate to the other vector arithmetic operations
Unit in last place accuracy Yes for single precision means either the round
up or round down value is obtained in all cases otherwise no
 Roundtonearest results The percentage of output values that match
the IEEE dened roundtonearest single precision result for the corresponding
function ie the percentage that choose the closer of the round up and round
down value
Further accuracy measurements employed but not reported in Table 
were
Maximum Round Up Residual The largest amount in units in the last
place of the single precision format by which the approximation exceeded the
innitely precise result Note that this value is bounded by unity for IEEE
round up towards plus innity
Maximum Round Down Residual The largest amount in units in the last
place of the single precision format by which the approximation subestimated

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the innitely precise result Note that this value is bounded by unity for IEEE
round down towards minus innity
Time performance was evaluated by measuring the latency and the through
put of each instruction involved as well as the average latency when instruc
tion sequences operating on independent data are interleaved
Our study of the AMD K single precision reciprocal and square root
reciprocal operations found the following
All instructions involved in the computation of these operations have la
tency of  and throughput of one cycle The total latency for computing
one single precision reciprocal is  cycles and  cycles for one single precision
root reciprocal Two reciprocals can be computed in  cycles and two root
reciprocals in  cycles The initial approximation instructions PFRCP and
PFRSQRT are scalar while the others are vectorized and can compute two
results in parallel However they must be always preceded by either PFRCP
or PFRSQRT which limits the potential speedup for these two operations
 of the single precision reciprocals and  of the single preci
sion root reciprocals as provided by the AMD implementation are correctly
rounded to nearest The most notable deciency in the implementation re
garding desired properties of the results were that the root reciprocals are not
monotonic
Both PFRCP and PFRSQRT use only the most signicant  bits of the
input their output is always rounded to  places The short reciprocal
computed by PFRCP is accurate to about  bits while PFRCP yields
about  bits of accuracy Both instructions are consistent with use of
bipartite table lookup  bits in for each table The total table size is 
KB for PFRCP and  KB for PFRSQRT
 The AMDK DNow Single Precision Reciprocal
To compute the singleprecision reciprocal y an initial approximation is rst
produced with the PFRCP instruction The next two instructions PFR
CPIT PFRCPIT apply one NewtonRaphson iteration to improve its
accuracy
PFRCP X

 X

PFRCPIT X

 X

PFRCPIT X

 X

PFRCPIT and PFRCPIT are vector instructions meaning that the 
bit MMX registers used as operands pack two bit oating point values
each and two results are computed in parallel However the PFRCP instruc
tion is scalar and since each PFRCPIT must be preceded by a PFRCP the
performance gain introduced by a vectorized PFRCPIT is questionable
By inspecting the output values we veried that PFRCPIT computes
and stores the factor  y X

rather than  y X

typical for the Newton

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Raphson iterationX

 X

yX

 yX

 is very small in magnitude
 
	
 and as we found it is stored shifted  positions to the left in order
to preserve a total of  signicant bits in the factor  y X

 while using
a single precision format PFRCPIT performs a simple multiplication of the
reconstituted factor We studied the PFRCP instruction more extensively in
order to determine the likely table construction method it uses our conclusions
are presented later in this section
The exponent is always easy to obtain for the reciprocal The value of
the signicand is usually computed from the operands signicand only thus
accuracy measurements can be limited to the fundamental binade range 
 
Since there are only  million 

 distinct single precision values in this
range exhaustive testing and verication is possible We also checked the

  binade to verify that the results are consistent
 Accuracy Measurements
For the single precision reciprocal obtained by rening the initial approxima
tion given by PFRCP with a NewtonRaphson iteration PFRCPITPFRCPIT
we measured results exhaustively for all  million 

 cases over the entire
range 
  The instruction macro was congured to provide a one ulp round
ing meaning that each result was either a round up value or a round down
value of the innitely precise reciprocal We measured the maximum residual
magnitude in ulps for all values eectively rounded up and separately the
maximum magnitude residual corresponding to eective round down results
max RU   ulp at y  
max RD   ulp at y    ulp of output  


and a percentage round to nearest of  The  cases out of 


that are not round to nearest correspond to the outputs with residuals above
 ulp in absolute value Stepping through all 

such cases occur about
twice as frequently at the beginning of the 
  binade as they do towards
the end In one case near  y   a sequence of three equal outputs
is encountered This cannot happen for innitely precise reciprocals rounded
to nearest which for inputs near  alternate in dierences of  and  ulp The


outputs in sequence were monotonic
For PFRCP short reciprocal only we also determined the accuracy in
bits 
 as dened by the negative base  log of the maximum magnitude of
the relative error obtaining
max RU   ulp at y  
max RD   ulp at y    ulp of output  


with the accuracy being about  bits For any single precision  bit input
the result belongs to a run of  or  equal outputs meaning that only
the rst  bits after the leading  are used to determine the reciprocal Also
the outputs are sequentially monotonic and given rounded to the th place
The PFRCP instruction may be described as consistent with the format of a

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 bits in  bits out lookup table Respecting the th place as the eective
last place the maximum residuals are then slightly larger than  ulps
 Latency and Throughput
Each instruction was tested separately we found a latency of  cycles and
throughput of  for all instructions that take both operands from registers
When one operand was taken from memory the latency appeared to be some
what larger probably due to memory stalls
The methodology used was the following The clock rate was estimated
by timing empty loops and loops containing NOPs For the system tested we
obtained


clock rate
 

 clock cycle time   sec
for i   to 

do
PFRCP mm mm
is executed in  sec which veries the latency of PFRCP is  cycles The
instructions in this loop are considered data dependent because the destination
register is the same for instructions such as PFRCPIT or PFRCPIT the
destination register also carries input data
for i   to 

do
PFRCP mm mm
PFRCP mm mm
takes the same amount of time verifying that the throughput is 
In a similar way we obtained the same results for PFRCPIT and PFR
CPIT
When one operand is taken from memory it was found that
for i   to 

do
PFRCP mm y
takes  to  sec while
for i   to 

do
PFRCP mm y
PFRCP mm y
takes  sec suggesting that on average a stall of about
	

  cycles
occurred each time the memory operand was accessed for the system tested
As expected the latency for computing one singleprecision reciprocal is
 cycles three data dependent instructions but two reciprocals interleaved
can be computed in  cycles
for i   to 

do
PFRCP mm mm
PFRCPIT mm mm
PFRCPIT mm mm
and
for i   to 

do

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PFRCP mm mm
PFRCP mm mm
PFRCPIT mm mm
PFRCPIT mm mm
PFRCPIT mm mm
PFRCPIT mm mm
both take about  sec ie  cycles per iteration
	 PFRCP Implementation
As also mentioned in 
 
 the short reciprocal instruction PFRCP is based
on table lookups We measured its accuracy  log

max jrel errorj to be
about  bits and determined that it uses only the rst  bits of the input
including the leading  the output is  bits long including the leading
 A direct  bits in  bits out lookup table would be  KBytes in
size As a large direct table lookup would be very expensive the table output
values were analyzed for patterns that would reveal composite table lookup
implementation from compressed tables
A repeating pattern in the output dierences indicated that the PFRCP
implementation is not a simple table lookup by splitting the outputs into
 groups of length  we noticed that within each group the dierences
between successive outputs are periodic with a period of  in positions di
visible by  values may dier Patterns change with each group of 
values Such periodicity always occurs for bipartite table lookup 
 but not
in multiplicative interpolation Consider the following property of additive
bipartite table interpolation
Lemma  Let zb

b

   b
p
  T

b

b

   b
k
   b
m
T

b

   b
k
 b
m
   b
p

be a bipartite scheme for computing an approximation of fb

b

   b
p
 Then
within a group of 
pk
inputs for which b

   b
k
has the same value
 output
dierences are periodic with a period of 
pm

 with the exception of dierences
at points where b
k
   b
m
changes
Proof
For b
m
   b
p
  the output dierence is
zb

   b
k
b
k
   b
m
b
m
   b
p
zb

   b
k
b
k
   b
m
b
m
   b
p

p
 
T

b

   b
k
 b
m
   b
p
 T

b

   b
k
 b
m
   b
p
 
The value of the output dierence does not depend on bits b
k
   b
m
 and
thus is repeated 
mk
times within a group of 
pk
inputs for which b

   b
k
is the same
For b
m
   b
p
  there can be dierent values every time
zb

   b
k
b
k
   b
m
b
m
   b
p
zb

   b
k
b
k
   b
m
b
m
   b
p

p
 
T

b

   b
k
 T

b

   b
k
     T

b

   b
m
T

b

   b
m
  the dif
ference depends on all bits b

   b
m

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No deeper nested periodicity which in a similar manner would indicate
a tri or multipartite table implementation was found within groups of 
inputs thus according to the observations above PFRCP suggests a bipartite
table implementation the high order table based on the rst ten bits and the
low order table based on the ten bits b

   b
	
and b

   b
	

Dierences that are symmetric 
 about the middle of each  input
group period would indicate that the low order table was centered around
b

   b
	
  b

   b
	
  meaning that only b

   b
	
are used to
index the table while b

is used as a sign bit to halve the size of the second
table
Lemma  If the low order table of a bipartite table implementation is such
that
T

b

   b
k
 b
m
   b
p
  T

b

   b
k
 b
m
   b
p

 then within a group of

pm
 outputs such that the input bits b

   b
m
are the same and b
m
   b
p


 the output dierences are symmetric around the middle one for which
b
m
   b
p
     
Proof As shown earlier for b
m
   b
p
 
pm
  two successive outputs
are within the same b

   b
m
group and their dierence is
Db

   b
m
b
m
   b
p

p
  zb

   b
m
b
m
   b
p

p
zb

   b
m
b
m
   b
p

 T

b

   b
k
 b
m
   b
p
  T

b

   b
k
 b
m
   b
p

Now consider
Db

   b
m
b
m
   b
p
  zb

   b
m
b
m
   b
p
zb

   b
m
b
m
   b
p
 
p
 
 T

b

   b
k
 b
m
   b
p
 T

b

   b
k
 b
m
   b
p
  
T

b

   b
k
 b
m
   b
p
  T

b

   b
k
 b
m
   b
p
 
ThusDb

   b
m
b
m
   b
p
  Db

   b
m
b
m
   b
p

p
 dierences within
the same b

   b
m
group are symmetric
Such symmetry was not found within groups of  output dierences for
the PFRCP instruction All of the information obtained by output pattern
analysis allows us to infer that the PFRCP uses a high order table with 
bits in  bits out the most signicant bit is not stored and a low order
table with  bits in  bits out for a total table size of     

 bytes
  Kbytes
A high order table T


and a low order table T


that yield the same outputs
can be easily separated by setting to zero one entry of T


for each combination
of the rst k   bits
We chose to set T


b

   b
	
    the middle entry because it yields a
relatively centered low order table it was also noticed by searching over the
whole range 
  for all combinations of the last  bits that the minimum
maximum absolute error is at b

   b
	
  The precise reciprocal was
taken to be

b

b



 which centers the residuals
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Then T


b

   b

  T

b

   b

  T

b

   b
	
 
the output at b

b

   b

xxx    and
T


b

   b
	
 b

   b
	
  T

b

   b
	
 b

   b
	
 T

b

   b
	
 
The table values can be found in the appendices of this report All of the
PFRCP outputs in the K D implementation can be generated by combin
ing them in a bipartite scheme as shown
We also investigated whether a simple formula could be determined to
algebraically construct the bipartite tables of the appendix that yield the
PFRCP results but were not able to nd a simple formula perhaps implying
some ne tuning of nal table values was employed
 The AMD K Single Precision Square Root Recip
rocal
The single precision square root reciprocal in the K D implementation can
be obtained with a sequence of ve instructions as follows
PFRSQRT X

 y
MOV X

 X

PFMUL X

 X

PFRSQIT X

 y
PFRCPIT X

 X

Most observations made for the reciprocal also hold for the square root re
ciprocal as will be seen While the instructions used for the NewtonRaphson
rening step PFMUL PFRSQIT and PFRCPIT are vector instructions
the initial approximation instruction PFRSQRT is scalar Note that the same
instruction PFRCPIT is used in both the NewtonRaphson step for the
reciprocal and the NewtonRaphson step for the square root reciprocal
We veried that PFRSQIT computes the rst factor used in the Newton
Raphson step yX

X

  yX

  yX

 The
result is stored in single precision format but since the term  y X

 with
the implied unit deleted is small it can be shifted a few positions to preserve
more bits of accuracy We found that indeed     y  X

 is shifted 
positions to the left PFRCPIT as already mentioned simply performs a
multiplication of the reconstituted factor compressed by PFRSQIT
	 Accuracy Measurements
For the square root reciprocal measurements can be limited to the two binade
range 
  
 
In the 
 range
max RU  ulp at y  
max RD  ulp at y  
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Accuracy  bits
Percentage of outputs correctly rounded to nearest 
In the 
  range
max RU  ulp at y  
max RD  ulp at y  
Accuracy  bits
Percentage of outputs correctly rounded to nearest 
Corresponding to sequential one ulp steps of input some output gap se
quences that cannot occur for the innitely precise root reciprocals rounded
to nearest do occur for these approximations For example sequences of three
equal outputs occur as early as y   while they should not occur
for inputs below  Other examples of undesirable output gap sequences are
groups of  equal outputs as early as y   and groups of  equal out
puts as early as y   while neither of these should occur for inputs
below 
A signicant deciency in the implementation is that the recommended
macro produced nonmonotonic root reciprocals while the innitely precise
function is strictly decreasing the AMD single precision root reciprocal is
strictly increasing at some points in the intervals   and   The
square root sequence obtained from these root reciprocals is also not mono
tonic This is particularly undesirable for multimedia applications where hu
man perceptions are more sensitive to visual and audio perturbation artifacts
than to uniform error levels We know that PFRSQIT rounds at the nd
bit which should provide sucient accuracy to prevent this from happening
as we will show shortly However PFRSQIT takes the square of the short
approximation as an operand and this square is computed with a rounding
error to single precision by a PFMUL instruction creating the anomaly
The distance between consecutive root reciprocals obtained by rening
the short approximations X

provided by PFRSQRT with a NewtonRaphson
iteration computed with innite precision is
X




X

  yX





X


y
We measured the precision of PFRSQRT to be about  bits and thus
we can estimate j  yX


j  
	
 We also know that jX

j  
	
 and
thus the rst term in the equality above is very small of the order of 
	

For single precision inputs we have y  

 and for inputs above 
we have X


  Thus the second term which provides a bound to insure
monotonically decreasing behavior is of the order of 
	

Now considering the roundo error  from the preceding PFMUL operation
as the only source of error we get
X

 X

  
yX



 


X


y 
yX


X





X

   yX


 


X


y  yX

  
For inputs between  and  jj can be as large as 
	
 and for y 

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 it can be as large as 

 yX


p
y   Clearly the error term
introduced by computing X


in single precision can reverse the decreasing
order of consecutive root reciprocals and explain the lack of monotonicity
in the output of the macro instruction sequence recommended for a single
precision root reciprocal It also explains the fact that only  of the single
precision results agreed with round to nearest starting from a more accurate
table than that of the reciprocal function where renement gave over 
round to nearest results
We checked exhaustively and indeed in all cases when the root reciprocal
is increasing the dierence between roundo errors introduced by the single
precision multiplication is between   

   

 for inputs between
 and  and between  
	
  
	
 for inputs between  and  We
veried that for these cases 


X


y  yX

   is always positive and of the
order of at least 

 which explains this phenomenon Obviously all of these
cases occur at points where the leading  bit portion changes because this is
when the PFRSQRT output changes and in all of them the result diers by
 ulp from the one obtained by applying an exact NewtonRaphson iteration
on the PFRSQRT output
We should also mention that we found one case where PFRSQRT itself is
not monotonic which should have been detected and corrected This happens
at y   PFRSQRT goes up by 


The nonmonotonicity problem can be xed by slightly altering the lookup
tables A solution we found is presented in Subsection 
For the short reciprocal PFRSQRT only we measured
max RU  ulp at y  
max RD  ulp at y  
and a precision of about  bits in the 
  range
In the 
  range
max RU  ulp at y  
max RD  ulp at y  
precision about  bits
	 Latency and Throughput
As for the reciprocal instruction the latency and throughput were measured
for each instruction independently and also veried for the backtoback macro
sequence that computes the root reciprocal All tested individual instructions
were found to have a latency of  cycles and throughput of one cycle
for i   to 

do
PFRSQRT mm mm
and
for i   to 

do
PFRSQRT mm mm

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PFRSQRT mm mm
both take  sec which veries the latency of  cycles and throughput of 
for PFRSQRT The clock cycle time was measured to be about 

sec
PFMUL and PFRSQIT were veried in the same way with the same results
The latency of the  instruction sequence needed to compute the reciprocal
root is  cycles since three of the ve instructions are dependent Indeed
for i   to 

do
PFRSQRT mm mm
MOV tmpmm
MOV mm tmp
PFMUL mm mm
PFRSQIT mm mm
PFRCPIT mm mm
takes      sec
However it is possible to compute two square root reciprocals with  cycle
latency For example
for i   to 

do
PFRSQRT mm mm
PFRSQRT mm mm
MOV tmpmm
MOV mm tmp
MOV tmpmm
MOV mm tmp
PFMUL mm mm
PFMUL mm mm
PFRSQIT mm mm
PFRSQIT mm mm
PFRCPIT mm mm
PFRCPIT mm mm
takes the same amount of time  sec
The same instructions appear to have a longer latency when memory
operands are used due to stalls
The latency of a square root operation is two cycles longer since it involves
a multiplication of the root reciprocal by the input argument
		 PFRSQRT Implementation
The implementation of the short root reciprocal instruction appears to be very
similar to that of the short reciprocal PFRCP instruction Only the rst 
bits after the leading  from the input are used and all outputs are rounded
to the th place
The same output patterns we observed for the PFRCP instruction are
present in the PFRSQRT outputs in both binade ranges 
  and 
 

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Within each group of  outputs output dierences repeat with a period
of  except for the cases where bits b

   b
	
of the input are divisible by
 No deeper nested periodicity can be found and symmetry is not present
within each group of  repeating dierences
The arguments presented in Subsection  allow us to infer that a bipartite
table lookup scheme was also used for the PFSQRT instruction Since the
same patterns and dierences rounded to the th place are found in both
binade ranges a separate set of tables is used for each binade range and thus
the total table size is doubled compared to that used for PFRCP A low order
table with  bits in  bits out as compared to  for PFRCP and a  bits
in  bits out high order table would be necessary for each range for a total
of       

   KBytes
We separated the high and low order tables by setting the low order ta
ble to zero at entries with b

   b
	
 

 by using the same procedure
described in Subsection  The low order tables obtained are relatively but
not perfectly centered as we argued when centered low order tables are used
the output dierences are symmetric which is not the case here
Since the AMD K single precision root reciprocal implementation is not
monotonic we tried a solution that extends the high order table to  bits
out The low order bits in positions  through  were chosen such that
the new root reciprocal of y  
e
y
 b

b

   b
	
     e
y
 f g would not
be above that of y  
e
y
 Remember that such anomalies occured only
when bits b

   b
	
change Our search gave preference to positive values and
small absolute values We found that in most cases these anomalies could
be eliminated by adding small positive amounts to the high order table ie
only the last two or three bits  needed changing However in just a
few cases negative amounts in the range   were needed to eliminate
the problem meaning that bits  of the table entry would have to be
changed leading to a  bit out table Thus a monotonic single precision root
reciprocal can be obtained with the same algorithm and a total table size of
      

   KBytes The other properties we measured for
the root reciprocal see Subsection  remain practically unaected by this
change
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